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CONCENTRATED SOLID SOLUTIONS OF NORMAL METALS

By H. JONES,
Imperial College. Department of Mathematics, London.

Résumé. 2014 La théorie des diagrammes de phase relatifs aux alliages binaires est examinée à la
lumière de travaux récents sur la surface de Fermi des métaux nobles. On étudie la relation entre
les diagrammes énergie libre/composition et la densité de niveaux, et on revient sur l’explication
des règles de Hume-Rothery. On discute les propriétés de la surface de Fermi du cuivre près du 
centre des faces hexagonales de la zone de Brillouin, la nature de la singularité de la densité de
niveaux au point de contact, et la possibilité de réconcilier l’existence d’un contact avec les chaleurs
spécifiques expérimentales des alliages de cuivre. 

Abstract. 2014 The theory of phase boundaries in binary alloys is reviewed in the light of modern
work on the nature of the Fermi surfaces in the noble metals. Features of the free-energy-compo-
sition curves are investigated in relation to the density of electronic states, and the older inter-
pretation of the Hume-Rothery rules is reexamined. General properties of the Fermi surface in
the neighbourhood of the centre of the hexagonal faces of the Brillouin zone in copper, and the
nature of the singularity in the density of states function at the point of contact are considered.
The way in which the electronic specific heats of copper based alloys can be reconciled with a
contacting Fermi surface in pure copper is discussed.
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The theory of phase boundaries in alloys based
on the noble metals was reviewed some four years
ago by Cohen and Heine [1] in the light of the new
knowledge of the Fermi surface revealed by experi-
ments on the anomalous skin eff ect and the de
Haas van Alphen eff ect. In. particular they consi-
dered the interpretation of the Hume-Rothery
rules taking into account the fact that in the pure
noble metals the Fermi surface already touches the
zone boundaries. In this introductory lecture I

propose to touch on three matters : First to re-
consider the theoretical basis of the Hume-
Rothery rules, secondly to note a curious feature
of the singularity in the density of states curve in
face-centred cubic metals which may have rele-
vance for the observed electronic specific heats,
and, thirdly, to raise the question of the effect
which statistical fluctuations in concentration can
have on the electronic properties of such alloys as
copper-nickel.

(i) Since the time of Gibbs it has been known
that phase boundaries are determined by the beha-
viour of the free energy as a function of compo-
sition. Il some cases the variation of phase boun-
daries with temperature can be exceedingly com-
plicated particularly in the neighbourhood of the
a/03B2 transformation. Neglecting such complication
the stability of phases at zero temperature can be
discussed by replacing the free energy by the inter-
nal energy. In general a phase boundary Qccurs
when the internal energy of the phase, regarded as
a function of the composition, begins to rise

sharply relative to the enei gy of a neighbouring
phase. It is only the relative energies of the dif-
ferent crystal structures which are significant. A
uniform change of energy throughout the whole

range of composition does not affect the positions
of the boundaries. For this reason, in any elec-
tron theory, it is convenient to compare the total
valency-electron energy with some standard state.
The most convenient is that of a free electron gas
of the same number density. In figure 1 curve (a)

FIG. 1.

is taken to represent the density of electronic
states in the metal and (b) in the free electron gas.
If n denotes the number density let U(n) be the
internal energy of the metal and Uo(n) that of the
free electron gas, and let 0394 U = U(n) - Uo(n).
If 03B6 denotes the energy of the Fermi level in the
metal and 03B6’ in the free electron gas when, in each
case, the number density is n then

wnere N(03B6) is the density of states at the Fermi
level in the metal and No(03B6’1 in the gas.
The total energy difference is therefore as shown

in figure 2. At P clearly 03B6 &#x3E;03B6 and N(() &#x3E; No(03B6’) 
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and therefore both first and second derivatives
of AU are negative. Near Q, N(03B6) = No(03B6’)
with 03B6’ still greater than 03B6. Hence this is a point
of inflection. At R the areas under the two curves
are equal and 03B6 = 03B6’ with N(03B6)  No( (’). This is

FIG. 2.

therefore the minimum and as can be seen will in
general always lie well to the right of P, It would
appear to make little différence to the position of
the phase boundary whether the Fermi level in the
pure metal is just before or just beyond the con-
tact point P. What is important is that N(E)
should continue to fall up to the phase boundary.
In copper-zinc, for example, up to an electron con-
centration of about 1.4 per atom.

(ii) The energy surfaces in the neighbourhood of
contact with the zone boundaries show certain
peculiarities in face-central cubic metals. It has

long been known that the normal component of the
gradient of the energy.does not necessarily vanish
over the hexagonal faces of the Brillouin zone.
This is because there is no plane of reflection sym-
metry normal to the cubic axis. In every energy
band the energy surfaces have 3-fold symmetry
only âbout this axis. However, the line-contours
formed by the intersections of the energy surfaces
with the hexagonal plane faces have 6-fold sym-
mytry about the centre. This is because the cubic
group contains the inversion operator. If the
hexagonal face is divided into six equilateral
triangles, then at corresponding points of two

neighbouring triangles the energies are equal but
the gradients of the energy are of opposite signs.
Thus in a parallel plane just below the zone face

only 3-fold symmetry exists. A model which
shows the required symmetry can easily be con-
ceived as follows (*) : Imagine a sphere inside the
Brillouin zone which does not touch the boundaries.
Cut along the meridians (a), (b), (c) of figure 3,
and displace the shaded segments relative to the
unshaded until the surface just cuts the hexagonal
faces. Finally transfer the caps to thé opposite
face on the inside of the zone, and round off sharp

(*) In this model only one pair of hexagonal faces is
considered.

corners. Such a surface when cut by any plane
parallel to the hexagonal face yields a finite cross-
section, though not necessarily a cross-section
having a stationary value. In fact, the surface
although touching the zone boundaries may remain

FIG. 3.

simply connected and its energy below the singu-
larity of the density of states curve. To see this
consider for example an alternative way of viewing
this surface in relation to the Brillouin zone. As

pointed out many years ago by Seitz one can visua-
lize the zone as bounded by surfaces over which the
normal component of the gradient of the energy
vahieshes. Instead of plane hexagonal faces there
are fluted surfaces which bulge over 3 triangles and
are indented over the other three. A possible
Fermi surface would be one which would follow the
form of the boundary without touching is but
extending beyond the hexagonal planes at each
face. Since this surface has not reached any point
of vanishing B7jE it must lie to the left of the den-
sity peak. On the other hand as in the former
représentation it gives rise to a finite cross-section
when cut by a plane normal to the çubic axis. It
would thus appear that in face-centred cubic struc-
tures the contacting of energy surfaces with plane
hexagonal zone boundaries and the occurrence of
multiple connectivity are not necessarily the same
events.

It is not perhaps impossible that this situation
as some relevance to the observed electronic specific
heats of the oc-brasses which according to the obser-
vations of Rayne [2] show an initial rise with in-
creasing electron concentration.

(iii) The third point I wish to raise is to what
extent a disordered alloy can be regarded as a
homogeneous system from the point of view of its
electronic properties. In other words do statistical
fluctuations in concentration play a significant part.
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The effect is most likely to be noticeable when one
component of the alloy is a transition metal e.g.
Cu-Ni or Ag-Pd. Consider an alloy containing
20 per cent. of a transition metal. Take a region
of 20 lattice sites in which therefore there would be
on the average 4 transition metal atoms. What is
the probability that there would bè eight ?
Poisson’s formula gives 48 e-4/81 == .03. Since 8
atoms in 20 corresponds to 40 per cent. this is the
composition at which in bulk metal, the d-band

would begin to show vacancies. Would a région
of 20 lattice sites be large enough to give an effect ?
There is perhaps here an analogy with the density
of electronic states in a liquid metal where disorder
can cause states to appear below the level of the .
band of the ordered crystal. One eff ect of fluc-
tuations in an alloy containing a transition metal
might be tô cause an excess electronic specific heat
above what would be given by the average state of
the alloy.
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THE RIGID-BAND MODEL

By S. RAIMES,
Department of Mathematics, Imperial College, London S.W.7.

Résumé. 2014 On passe en revue l’état actuel des connaissances sur le modèle des bandes rigides
d’un alliage, avec une référence particulière du travail de Cohen et Heine. On donne également un
court aperçu d’une étude récente, consistant à essayer d’obtenir plus de renseignements quanti-
tatifs sur la distorsion des surfaces d’énergie dans les alliages, par un calcul direct utilisant l’appro-
ximation des liaisons fortes et un modèle de puits de potentiels carrés.

Abstract. 2014 The present status of the rigid-band model of an alloy is reviewed with particular
reference to the work of Cohen and Heine. A short account is also given of a recent attempt to
obtain more quantitative information about the distortion of energy surfaces on alloying, by a
direct calculation using the tight-binding approximation with a lattice of square potential wells.
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1.. Introduction. - The rigid-band model of an
alloy.assumes that the energy surfaces and density
of states curve of the solvent metal remain un-
changed on alloying, the only eff ect of the addition
of the solute metal being, if its valency is greater
than that of the solvent, to add electrons to the
band, so swelling the Fermi surface and filling the
density of states curve to a higher energy.
When it was thought that the Fermi surfaces in

the noble metals were nearly spherical, this model
provided a simple explanation of the Hume-

Rothery rules, for a sphere which just touches the
zone boundary of a face-centred cubic metal con-
tains 1.36 electrons per atom. A peak would thus
occur in the density of states curve at an electron
to atom (ela) ratio of about 1.36, which coincides
approximately with the solubility limit of thé
a-phases of a large number of alloys of the noble

. metals with metals of higher valency. Similar
considerations apply to the fi- and y-phase boun-
daries.

The demonstration by Pippard (1957) that the
Fermi surface in pure copper is already in contact
with the zone boundary (and Schoenberg (1960)
has since shown that this is so in silver and gold
also) destroys this simple theory based on spherical
energy surfaces. However, it does not of itself
invalidate the rigid-band model or the explanation
of the Hume-Rothery rules thereby. In his ori-_
ginal paper, Jones (1937) found that the peak of
the density of states [N(E)] curve for copper occur-
red at an e ja ratio of 1. 04 - that is to say, he
found that the Fermi surface in pure copper must
just about touch the zone boundary. None the
less, bis calculations showed that the ce-phase bo,un-
dary of Cu Zn, fo example, should occur at an e/a
ratio of about 1.4, in agreement with experiment.
The phase boundary clearly depends upon the rela-
tive energies of the cc- and p-phases, and does not
occur immediately at the peak of the N’(E) curve
of the oc-phase. The similar phase -boundaries
found in alloys of Cu, Ag and Au may be due simply


